Association for COVID-induced Madness

3 April 2020
Tutoring

- Now available on **Webex**
- Schedules and links to rooms available on [http://njit.acm.org](http://njit.acm.org)
- Have questions, ask in **#irl-tutoring** on Discord
  - *Yes, we know the name is a misnomer*
Special Interest Groups:

- Android
- Algorithm
- Arch Linux
- CGI
- Data Science
- Sound
- XR (Cross Reality)
- SAC (Security, Audit, Control)
- Web Development
- Linux
- iOS
- Multimedia
- Cloud Computing
- Crypto
- Hardware
- Revenge (Reverse Engineering)
- Functional Programming
Special Interest Groups (SIGs)

Continue/Start a SIG!

- Webex
- Twitch
- Record Videos
- Discord Stream

DM Giancarlo for details!
- Soon…
- Either quirky recorded videos or Webex meeting
SIG-XR Report

Due to the Corona and personal workload increasing, only the VR Thursday and Saturday Unbound Reality meetings are continuing for this semester.

This week’s Thursday meeting we talked about how to use a particular design pattern to allow for Unit Testing in Unity and then developed more for the Unbound Reality project.

Meeting times Thursday 6 PM and Saturdays 7 PM

Join the discord if you’re interested even if you can’t make the meetings!

Discord Invite: https://discord.gg/Q7FJS7U
SIG Python

I’ll post/have posted resources as I find them also

(with docker)
SIG Web Dev

Probably not doing anything for this but if I do it’ll be in the Discord channel

\_(ツ)_/\n
it is what it is
Partner Organizations

- SIGGRAPH
- Art Club
- YWCC Mentoring
- Programming Team (ICPC)
- Google Developer Student Clubs

- NJIT Esports
- IGDA
- WiCS
- IEEE
How is everyone doing?
Open Floor
ACM Student Membership Benefits

- Access to the Learning Center
  - Online courses, books, webinars
- Access to ACM Digital Library
  - Research papers
- Access to ACM’s Career and Job Center
- “@acm.org” email address
Connect With Us

Visit us online at njit.acm.org!

njit.acm.org/youtube  njit.acm.org/linkedin  njit.acm.org/twitter  njit.acm.org/discord  njit.acm.org/instagram  njit.acm.org/facebook  njit.acm.org/twitch
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